DYNAMIC fireplace inserts FOR LONG-LASTING ACCUMULATION HEATING WITH
DOUBLE GLAZING
DYNAMIC fireplace inserts are the ideal choice for installations using accumulation elements. When assembled,
these radiant accumulation stoves are the result of cooperation between the stove builder and the user. The
output, size of the combustion chamber and the amount of accumulation are scaled to the specific building and
the customer’s requirements. Thanks to the ability to store and radiate heat, accumulation stoves are among the
best and healthiest means of heating. Fire-place inserts should be purchased with MAMMOTH accumulation rings
or the accumulation modular system (available during the first quarter of 2021), which represents the ultimate in
heat storage.
DYNAMIC fireplace inserts have a design print on the double glazed door (suitable for low-energy houses when installed with
accumulation casing). They have an external air intake (EAI) system, and are designed for closed, built-in accumulation. The
combustion chamber is lined with 5 cm thick chamotte bricks and thanks to the secondary air intake, the glass on the door is
constantly “washed” to prevent the build-up of deposits. The primary and secondary (tertiary) air intake can be regulated by a
single control element. DYNAMIC fireplace inserts are not supplied with smoke extraction components (spigot). The customer
must buy these separately as accessories according to the intended use. The fireplace insert cannot be connected directly
to the chimney.

DYNAMIC 3G 38.50.01
steel

Prices on request at your seller
order code: D3F 01

optional shifting of hinges
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Technical parameters
Height

957 mm

Width

606 mm

Depth

576 mm

Door height

455 mm

Door width

339 mm

Weight

174 kg

Regulated output

5,1-13,1 kW

Smoke flue diameter

180 / 200 mm

Flue socket diameter

180 / 200 mm

External air intake diameter

150 mm

Draught

10 Pa

Efficiency

86,9 %

Average wood consumption

2,7 kg/h

A+

Accessories
ACCUMULATION SET of ROMOTOP MAMMOTH RINGS - 8 pcs (AKKUM KV 08B)
ADJUSTABLE LEGS - 190 mm
AIRBOX 01 IMPRESSION
CAST IRON FLANGE 200
CAST IRON TURNING DOME WITH ELBOW 180
FRAME D3F RAM 04 cover deep
FRAME D3F RAM 06 cover standard
HOT AIR EXCHANGER for DYNAMIC 3G fireplace inserts
MAMMOTH accumulation ring
RECESSED HANDLE
REMOVABLE HANDLE

Download
Declaration about qualities
Energy label and product sheet
Instruction manual
Technical documentation
Technical sheet
Warranty certificate
Download our catalogue!
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